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SPORTS AWARDS
NIGHT '17

KEELIN' IT 2017

Because appreciation is
too long a word to fit
above.

Not even the bad
weather can't keel
our vibe

UNIVERSITY
STUDENT LIFE
AWARD
save our livers because
we are super salty
about the silver

STARRY NIGHT

For those who didn't
attend the coldplay
concert

SPORTS APPRECIATION
NIGHT
BERNICE FOO,
FRESHMEN

KIMBERLY LIM,
LIM,
KIMBERLY
SOPHOMORE
SOPHOMORE

| Rookie of the year |

| Biggest Bicep |

Blossoming from a lil lamb to a
full grown sheep, she is
definitely not a force to be
reckoned with. Mess with her
and Baaaa'd things will happen
to you.

* yes I am aware that females are
called sheep but I just wanted to
photoshop horns ok.

People say that sailing is a mind
sport and the other (lesser) sport
is all about the brawn, but that
night, we crushed them (and the
cans). Our very own girl with the
dragon tattoo.
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SAILING AT THE BAY

Keelin it came back for its 2nd
But the weather decided to be
installment this year!!
bipolar, and it started raining
Spearheaded by Dexun, the only
pretty hard. But even the
guy in the exco, as well as Cheryl,
weather can't stop our
who eats as much as a guy, the
dedicated sailors, not to
event ran smoothly. Not to be
mention the participants who
neglected of course is the trusty
decided to brave the rain and
marcomms, whose keelin it logo head out. The stormy conditions
was amazing but ultimately not
added a tad more thrill and
used (to be recycled for some
adventure to the sailing
other event so keep a lookout!).
experience and we hope that
The day started off bright and
everyone enjoyed themselves!!
sunny, some might say too sunny.
See you guys next year :)

SOME MOTIVATIONAL
QUOTES
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It's fine to
I have not
I see you driving
celebrate
failed. I've just
round town with success but it is
found 10,000
the girl I love and more important
ways that
i'm like, forget you. to heed the
won't work. - Ceelo green
lessons of
Thomas Ediso
failure. -Bill
Failure is simply
Gates
And it was all
the opportunity to
Tell me why, ain't yellow. -Coldplay
begin again, this
nothing but a heartache.
time more
-Backstreet boys
intelligently. Just keep
Henry Ford
swimming. -Dory
Yabadabadoo!! - Fred Flintstone
Take a sad song,
and make it better.
- The Beetles
Look at the starts,
look how they shine
for you. - Albert
Einstein

Ah, ah, ah, ah, stayin alive,
stayin alive. - The Beegees

When the beating of your heart
echoes the beating of the drums
There is a life about to start
When tomorrow comes! -French
people

Wake me up before you go-go. -Wham

WE WILL BE
BACK
congratulations to all
award recipients!!! :)

Starry Night
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